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• Deep convective clouds over land tend to have 
1. larger radar echo (bigger rain drops), 
2. larger microwave scattering (heavier 
riming), and 
3. more lightning flash rate (frequent ice-to-
ice collision).
Matsui et al. 2016, JHM
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(Lucas et al. 1994, Williams and Stanfill 2002, Zipser et al. 2006, Robinson et al. 2011, Stolz et al. 2015, Matsui et al. 2016 ) 
Deep convection is invigorated over land, because land is HOTTER, DRYER, and DIRTIER.
Land-Ocean cases from DOE ARM IOPs
-WRF Domains-
Oklahoma, ARM site
May 23-24: Super cell
MC3E: Continental
Darwin Island, Australia
Jan 23: Tropical MCS “Landphoon John” 
TWP-ICE: Maritime
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Sampled convective regime only!




HID: Hydrometeor Identification (OBS)
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dBZ: Reflectivity (WRF-SBM) 
OBS
MC3E TWP-ICE MC3E - TWP 
WRF-SBM captured the observed MC3E-TWP contrast in reflectivity CFADS
HID: Hydrometeor Identification (WRF-SBM)
MC3E                                          TWP 






WRF-SBM overestimate riming process.





Similar Surface Air Temperature and Humidity
and Near-surface wind shear
TWP-ICE
Wet-Warm




















Q1) If we exchange background aerosols  
between TWP-ICE and MC3E , what will happen 
to deep convective core? 
A. TWP-ICE convection becomes stronger than MC3E (TWP-ICE > MC3E). 
B. TWP-ICE convection becomes equivalent to MC3E (TWP-ICE = MC3E). 
C. TWP-ICE convection is still weaker than MC3E (TWP-ICE < MC3E). 
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The answer is C.
TWP-ICE convection is still weaker than MC3E.
Implication of Physics:
• Thermodynamics structure is 1st-order physics to invigorate deep 
convection.
• Continental (maritime) aerosols concentrations invigorate (weaken) deep 
convective cores, but does not overwhelm thermodynamics impact. 
• MC3E thermodynamics likely activates large concentrations of CCN 
through stronger updraft velocity and super saturation regardless of 
background aerosol concentrations.    
